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A few basic tools will finish most home maintenance jobs. Occasionally expensive, special 
tools are required. If possible, it may be desirable to borrow or rent those. 

A list of tools and materials needed for simple home exterior repairs follows. 
 

Nail set 
A nail set is a small metal spike used to sink the heads of nails slightly below the surface you 
are driving them into. 

 

Squares 
The framing square is a handy measuring tool for lining up materials evenly and making 
square corners. It is usually metal. 

The try square is smaller but also used for lining up and squaring material. One side is made 
of wood and is not marked for measuring. 

 

Miter box 
With a miter box, you can saw a board at an exact angle. It may be of wood to use with a 
separate saw, or it may be steel with the saw set in the steel box. 

 

Masonry trowels and jointer 
The trowel is used to build or repair masonry walls, sidewalks, etc. It has a flat, thin steel 
blade set into a handle. The larger "brick trowel" is used for mixing, placing and spreading 
mortar. The smaller "pointing trowel" can help fill holes and repair mortar joints. The process 
is called "pointing." 
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The jointer is used to finish joints after the wall is laid. Finish joints are made on the outside 
of a masonry wall to make it more waterproof and to improve appearance. The "V" and 
"concave" joints are the most weather tight. A different type of jointer is needed for each type 
of joint used. 

 

Ladders 
Home repairs require both a single portable ladder and a stepladder. (A portable ladder 
should be placed very carefully for safety.) The single ladder consists of one section and rests 
against a surface. An extension ladder will be necessary for working at heights of more than 
15 feet. 

The base of the ladder should be placed so that the distance from the wall is equal to 
one-fourth the length of the ladder. Take the following precautions when using the ladder: 

● The ladder should have a nonslip base if you use it on smooth or sloping surfaces. 
● Never let the ladder rest against window panes or glass doors. 
● Before using the ladder, check treads and side rails to make sure they are sound and 

tight. 
● Is the ladder long enough? At least two treads, or about 3 feet, should extend above 

the point of work. Do not climb over the top of the ladder. 
● When climbing or coming down, always face the ladder and use both hands. Raise or 

lower your materials and tools with a rope and sling. 
● Never lean from a ladder. If something is beyond safe and easy reach, move the 

ladder to the proper location. 
● Never leave the ladder standing, except for short breaks in your work. When you 

finish work for the day, take the ladder down and put it aside out of the way. 
● The stepladder is self-supporting. Don't use a stepladder over 12 feet high. 

 

Portable power circular saws 
A portable power circular saw can save you "muscle power" and time. You can rent or buy 
one. It may be used as a crosscut saw or a ripsaw — depending upon the type of blade used. 

The saw blade should be adjusted so that the blade extends below the "shoe" 1/16 to 1/8 inch 
more than the thickness of material to be cut. As you guide the saw forward, the blade is 
exposed for cutting. 

For ripping, circular saws come with a "ripping guide." After adjusting the blade, set the 
ripping guide the same distance from the saw as the width of the material to be cut. Then 
place the guide against the edge of the piece as you cut. 
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For crosscutting, turn the ripping guide upside down so it will be out of the way. Using a 
framing square and pencil, draw a line to mark where to cut. Then guide the saw blade 
carefully along the line. 

Using a portable power saw can save much time and effort. For safety and the proper use of 
the saw, follow these steps: 

● The saw you use should be equipped with a guard that will automatically adjust
during use so that none of the teeth are exposed above the work.

● Make sure the saw is equipped with an automatic power cutoff button.
● Always wear goggles or face mask when using a power saw.
● Carefully examine the material; make certain that it is free of nails or other metal

before you start cutting.
● Grasp the saw with both hands and hold it firmly against the work.
● Never overload the saw's motor by pushing hard or cutting material that is too thick

for the saw.
● Always try to make a straight cut to keep from binding the saw blade. If it does bind,

back the saw out slowly and firmly in a straight line. As you continue with the cutting,
adjust the direction of the cut so that you are cutting in a straight line.

● Always pull the electric plug before you make any adjustments to the saw or inspect
the blade.
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